a  HOME BOYS  5.8
b  KNOCKING ON HEAVEN'S DOOR  5.8  (thin to 1"

RUFFLES  5.9
d  NUTS AND BOLTS  5.7  (thin to 3", bolts preplaced)

OLD FART'S EDGE  5.6
e  FALLING STAR  5.8  (thin to #2 friend, bolts preplaced)

WANDERING TAOIST  5.9
f  SILLY WIZARD  5.8  (thin)

ELEPHANT WALK  5.7  (thin to 2", bolts preplaced)

BEGINNER'S DELIGHT  5.8  (thin)
j  BEGINNER'S RIGHT  5.7  (to 3"

k  TRUE GRIP  5.10a(r)
l  TOLLHOUSE TRAVERSE  5.5  (to 3"

m  MARVIN'S MANTLE  5.9  (thin to .5", bolts preplaced)

EASY STREET  5.7, A1